
1 FADE IN: 1

INT. BUILDING HALLWAY - MORNING

In the hustle of the morning rush, people smartly dressed

walk around building interior.

SLOW SWEEP TO:

2 ENTER PHILLIP WALKING TOWARDS ELEVATOR 2

PHILLIP, Sardine man dressed in a smart grey suit. Uneasy

and fumbling with his tie, he pushes the elevator call

button.

PHILLIP

(waving timidly to someone off

screen, his tone is

questioning)

[clears throat] m-morning

CUTS TO:

DIGITAL ELEVATOR SCREEN WITH NUMBERS SLOWLY DECREASING

The number lands on 0 with a ding

SWEEP DOWN:

Doors open to a packed elevator with all sardine men

CUTS TO:

ZOOMED IN PHILLIP’S FACE, HE NERVOUSLY SWEATS AND GULPS. HE

ADJUSTS HIS TIE ONCE MORE

CUTS TO:

Phillip takes a step into the crowded elevator, two sardines

make space for him but they are still all compact.

Phillip is uncomfortable.

3 THE ELEVATOR IS PACKED SLOWLY MOVING UP MAKING A FAINT DING

EVERY FLOOR IT HITS WITHOUT STOPPING 3

FROM THE RIGHT, AN IDENTICAL LOOKING SARDINE NOTICES PHILLIP

IN THE CENTRE

COLLEAGUE

Phill? Phill! Hey dude! How’s it

going man?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

PHILLIP

o-oh, hey man. h-how are you?

His colleague pushes through the people around with his

elbows to get closer.

COLLEAGUE

OH man, you don’t want to hear how

great I am.

uncomfortable Phillip squeezes his body in tighter to make

room for his colleague

PHILLIP

o-oh?

COLLEAGUE

(aggressive excited tone)

I had the craziest weekend, dude

the shit I did was UNREAAAAL!

Phillip is pushed to the side as his colleague is expressive

with his body.

CLOSE UP TO PHILLIPS FACE AS HE GRINS UNCOMFORTABLY THINKING

PHILLIP

(internally)

what is this guys name?! I swear

I’ve seen him before

HIS COLLEAGUE IS ONLY ONE IN SHOT, MUTED, MAKING CRUDE

EXPRESSIONS WITH HIS BODY AS HE CONTINUES TO TELL HIS STORY

PHILLIP

(internally cont.)

why is he talking to me? Maybe he

has me confused with Phill from

Marketing...everyone confuses me

with that asshole. We look nothing

alike!

CUT TO:

4 SHOWING FULL ELEVATOR WITH EVERYONE IN SHOT 4

Colleague is still talking while using expressive body

language. Phillip is attempting to pay attention.

COLLEAGUE

(fading in)

...so we’re both naked I have her

upside down and we’re running down

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

COLLEAGUE (cont’d)
the hill, the old man screaming

behind us...

(fades out)

Phillip backs away again as his colleague cont. to tell the

story with his body. He smiles nervously at him.

PHILLIP

(internally)

who are you. I don’t even know you.

who are you?

COLLEAGUE

(muted slightly)

...and we kept going and going but

she had no idea the sheep was in

the closet...

PHILLIP

This guy is such a douche bag, what

is he even talking about? Awh man I

hate being this close to people.

(fidgeting between the others)

What just because we’re sardines

its okay to only put one elevator

for the entire building? no.

(eyes narrowing)

It’s not okay. It’s fish racism.

COLLEAGUE

so long story short, I gave her the

nastiest fish finger sandwich she’s

ever had

his colleague wriggles his fingers in Phillip’s face as

Phillip winces and backs away.

PHILLIP

wow man that’s really...something

underwhelmed by his friend’s reaction his body slumps and

all his excitement disappears.

COLLEAGUE

yeah...it was...how was your

weekend?



4.

5 ZOOM IN TO PHILLIPS FACE 5

Phillip thinking to himself now

PHILLIP

(internally)

I should just ask him. whats the

worst that could happen? He can’t

punch me, we’re in a crowded

elevator. Who are you? WHO ARE YOU?

Phillip continues to stare at him blankly. The shot switches

between both faces with his colleagues expression slowly

dropping as he patiently waits for an answer but he still

holds a polite smile.

PHILLIP

(internally)

just do it. who are you? who are

you. who are you?

(externally)

uh...

(internally)

shit, I should probably say

something. say anything. just say

something!

PHILLIP

sorry, who are you?

fin


